
About Plan4Flex
 Plan4Flex focuses on recruitment

agencies dealing with complicated
planning issues or often changing
personnel planning. They help
employment agencies to organize their
time registration more accurately,
faster, and easier with an app. As a
result, work, transport, and
accommodation come together in one
operational system for registration and
remuneration processes, from
registration to the final pay slip.

EasySecure is a specialist in the field
of identity management. Its scalable
cloud platform integrates and delivers
access control, time, attendance, and
visitor registration solutions. Users
can choose from wireless cylinders,
door fittings, lockers, card readers,
keypads, license plate registration,
finger scans, and facial recognition.
Registration is possible via a mobile
phone, card, tag, face, finger, license
plate, and code.

About EasySecure
 

Entanglement of
separate systems
Many companies still work with various
self-contained systems for time
registration, payroll, and access control.
These systems often need to be
integrated. Organizations have a
fragmented picture of hours worked, and
there is a growing chance that the ratio
between planned and actual hours is
incorrect. Moreover, there needs to be a
better overview of who is walking around
a building or a location at any given time.
Furthermore, registration processes
take up unnecessary time without
proper integration between systems.



Two parties that relieve you of your worries
and offer a complete solution instead of all
separate systems and partners. 

You do not have to purchase a separate
access control system and therefore do not
have to transfer all employee data to new
software.

No double data entry. Hours are always
registered correctly, and employees and
visitors are given the correct access rights
to a building or site.

By combining Plan4Flex and EasySecure,
you benefit from various advantages:Two partners, one

solution
The joining of forces between Plan4Flex and
EasySecure ensures that recruitment agencies no
longer have to deal with a proliferation of different
and poorly integrated systems. From now on, you
will work with only two partners and a solution that
effortlessly merges time registration and access
control into a straightforward system. Where
Plan4Flex uses an app to register hours, you can
also combine time registration and access control
with robust and high-quality hardware thanks to
the integration with EasySecure.

 


